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This is the season of garden nursery and seed catalogs!  Gardeners spend the winter dreaming of spring and the 
bounty to come.  Sometimes it is hard to resist all those lovely photographs of perfect fruits and vegetables.  
Every year there are new plants to try as plant breeders and growers keep making improvements to come up 
with the best plants.  Here is a sampling of a few new vegetable and fruit varieties that you may see on the 
market this year. 

 

Blueberry ‘BrazelBerries Perpetua’ is a true double-cropping blueberry that sets one crop of fruit in mid-summer 
and then flowers and fruits a second time in the fall.  The leaves are dark green, somewhat shiny and curly in 
the spring and summer, turning to deep reds and greens come winter.  New canes are bright yellow and red in 
winter.  ‘Perpetua’ has smallish berries that are mild and sweet.  It will grow 4 to 5 feet tall with an upright, 
vase-shaped habit.  Hardy in zones 4 to 8.  Blueberries need acidic soil to thrive. 

 

For the first time ever, the All-America Selections (AAS) have chosen a 
strawberry winner.  ‘Delizz’® is a seed propagated, F1 hybrid variety 
produced by ABZ Seeds (Holland Strawberry House).  Vigorous plants will 
produce an abundant harvest of berries for at least 3 months, from summer 
to early autumn.  ‘Delizz’ strawberries are smaller than the typical June-
bearing varieties.  Berries are an orange-red color with a conical shape.  They 
average between one and 1.5 inches in size and weigh around half an ounce.  
Each plant can be expected to produce around 45 sweet, flavorful 
strawberries under good growing conditions.  Berries should be harvested 
every 2 or 3 days.  Plants are perfect for containers, hanging baskets or 
garden plots due to their uniform and compact size.  Grow in full sun 18 to 
20 inches apart.  Hardy to zone 3. 

 
Another AAS winner, ‘Candyland Red’ is a currant-type tomato from the PanAmerican Seed Company.  Smaller 
in size than cherry tomatoes, you can pop them in your mouth straight from the garden.  With its compact, tidy 
and manageable habit, ‘Candyland Red’ won’t take over like other sprawling varieties are prone to do.  The fruit 
tends to form on the outside of the plant making them easier to harvest.  Gardeners will appreciate the dark 
red, sweet flavored fruit that can be enjoyed throughout the season.  You can expect a hundred plus fruits per 
plant.  Transplant outdoors in full sun, at least 2 to 3 feet apart.  Plants will require staking. 

 

How would you like a slicing tomato so dark that some tomatoes turn solid black?  ‘Black Beauty’, a Wild Boar 
Farms introduction, has meaty flavorful flesh that is dark red to black.  This is a mid-late season variety that 
ripens a little slow but is worth the wait.  It has a rich, smooth and savory flavor with earthy tones.  Apparently 
this tomato does well with a bit of aging at room temperature.  Some were flavor tested at one, two and three 
weeks after sitting on the counter with great results as the flavor increased.  The flesh is very slow to break 
down which gives it good storage ability. 

 

‘Delizz’ Strawberry 
Source: All-America Selections 



Johnny's Selected Seeds is offering a new and improved selection of Italian (flat leaf) parsley called ‘Fidelio’.  It 
has intermediate resistance to downy mildew.  ‘Fidelio’ has dark green leaves and has a compact and tidy habit 
similar to ‘Titan’, but with larger leaves.  The high leaf mass on upright plants makes it easy to harvest. 

 

Carrot ‘Black Nebula’ is an incredibly dark purple, almost black colored carrot from 
Seeds by Design.  The color reaches throughout the 9 to 10 inches long root and 
they remain purple after cooking.  When these carrots become too large to eat, let 
the plants bolt and use the purple colored flowers for cutting.  The stems are also 
purple and attractive.  Days to harvest (sowing seed) is 110 to 130 days. 

 

A Burpee exclusive, eggplant ‘Meatball’ is a roly-poly, jewel-toned fruit.  The large 
five inch, glossy, purplish-black fruits are said to be dense, moist and flavorful.  
Days to maturity after transplanted to the garden is 55 to 60 days.  ‘Meatball’ will 
grow about two feet tall and wide in full sun. 

 

If you are looking for something unusual to grow consider the Mexican sour 
gherkin.  An heirloom plant it combines a powerful, sweet, cucumber flavor with a 
tangy, citrus twist.  The ornamental vines have tiny leaves and flowers that make 

them pretty enough to grow on a trellis in a flower garden or spilling out of a hanging basket.  The one inch 
fruits look like miniature watermelons.  Use them in a tossed salad or for pickling.  The Mexican sour gherkin 
isn’t a true cucumber as it belongs to the genus Melothria, while cucumbers belong to the genus Cucumis. 

 

When selecting your seed, be sure to read your catalog and variety descriptions carefully so that they match 
your local growing conditions.  Pay particular attention to the disease resistance of the varieties you are buying,  
especially if you have had problems in the past.  Lastly, don’t forget to write down the names of the vegetables 
that did well or that your family really liked, so you can find them again next year. 

 

Resources:  All-America Selections, brazelberries.com, Holland Strawberry House, National Garden Bureau, 
Johnny's Selected Seeds, Wild Boar Farms, Seeds by Design, Burpee, & Territorial Seed Company.  Inclusion in this 
article does not imply an endorsement. 

 

  

Carrot ‘Black Nebula’ 
Source: National Garden 
Bureau 


